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In order to contribute to understand well the finite-temperature properties of the Falicov-Kimball model, we
study the temperature dependence of the specific heat, internal energy, entropy, and mean square fluctuation of
the difference between the ion and electron numbers, and of the correlation functions of the one-dimensional
half-filled-band Falicov-Kimball model. For this purpose we used the method of small-cluster exact-
diagonalization calculations with the application of the grand canonical ensemble and of extrapolation tech-
niques to the infinite chain. Our results show that the examined Falicov-Kimball model exhibits behavior of
alternate electron-ion short-range ordering at low temperature, and gradual metal-insulator transition at high
temperature, but, does not exhibit the crossing point of the specific heat curves, characteristic of the Hubbard
model.
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The Falicov-Kimball model was, originally, created for a
semiconductor-metal transition based on the existence of
both localized and itinerant interacting quasiparticle states.1
It was applied, in this context, to the study of many sub-
stances, including SmB6 , Ti2O3 , V2O3 , VO, Fe3O4, and
VO2.1 The Falicov-Kimball model, presently, is the simplest
model to study metal-insulator transitions in mixed valence
compounds of rare earth and transition metal oxides, order-
ing in mixed valence systems, order-disorder transitions in
binary alloys, itinerant magnetism, and crystallization.1–21
Recently, it was also applied to study the possibility of elec-
tronic ferroelectricity in mixed-valence compounds,22–24 and
also of the phase diagram of metal ammonia solutions.25 In
its most simplified version, namely, static model, it consists
in assuming that in the system exist two species of spinless
fermions: one of them possess infinite mass and hence does
not move while the other one is free to move. This version,








†di f i† f i , ~1!
where di
†(di) and f i†( f i) are, respectively, the creation ~anni-
hilation! operators for the itinerant and localized fermions at
site i ~hereafter, the former are called electrons and the latter
ions!; U is the Coulombian repulsion that operates when the
two fermions occupy the same site; and t is the electron
transfer integral connecting states localized on nearest-
neighbor sites. The number of electrons ~ions! on site i is
denoted as ndi5di
†di (n f i5 f i† f i).
In despite of the existence of an impressive research ac-
tivity since its creation, the properties of the Falicov-Kimball
model are far from being understood.26 In particular, there
exist only a few exact results at finite temperatures of this
seemingly simple model. Kennedy and Lieb,6 and Brand and
Schmidt7 have proven that at low temperatures, in systems
with bipartite lattices at the symmetry point ~half-filled band!
the ions tend to arrange themselves on one sublattice, there-0163-1829/2001/64~18!/184441~6!/$20.00 64 1844fore forming a crystal. Freericks et al.27–29, and Brand and
Mielsch8 studied the limit of large spatial dimensions.
Farkas˘ovsky´30 determined the ion-state occupation and the
specific heat as functions of temperature and ion-level energy
(E f) for the one-dimensional Falicov-Kimball model using
small cluster exact-diagonalization calculations.
In this paper we study the thermodynamic properties of
the one-dimensional half-filled-band Falicov-Kimball model
using the method of small-cluster exact-diagonalization cal-
culations with the application of the grand canonical en-
semble and of extrapolation techniques to the infinite
chain.31,32 We perform an exhaustive study of the tempera-
ture dependence of the specific heat, internal energy, entropy,
mean square fluctuation of the difference between the ion
and electron numbers, and of the correlation functions for a
wide range of values of the relative magnitude of the Cou-
lombian repulsion to transfer integral (U/t). We take the
ion-level energy as being null (E f50), in the line of Lieb6
and de Vries,10 thus assuming the so-called symmetrical case
which measures the energies of electrons and ions from of
the same origin. Dealing with the minimum number of pa-
rameters (t and U only! we can establish the thermodynamic
properties of the model without the extra effect of a different
‘‘effective ’’ chemical potential for ions (me f f5U/21E f)
and for electrons (m5U/2) and make possible a matching
with the known results of the simple Hubbard model.31,33
We compare our results with those available in the litera-
ture, obtained with the same method used in our work, for
the Hubbard model, thus illustrating the effect of the immo-
bility of ions. We find that the Falicov-Kimball model exhib-
its characteristic behavior of alternate electron-ion short-
range ordering at low-temperature, and gradual metal-
insulator transition at high temperature. These properties are
similar to those of the Hubbard model, being that the alter-
nate electron-ion short-range ordering, that in the case of the
Hubbard model corresponds to antiferromagnetic short-range
ordering, occurs at lower temperatures. Also, the Falicov-
Kimball model does not exhibit the crossing point of the
specific heat curves34 characteristic of Hubbard model, and
we identify similarities between the forms of the specific©2001 The American Physical Society41-1
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model and of the experimental data of samarium
hexaborite.35
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
our method of computation. In Sec. III the quantities that we
calculate are defined, and the results are presented. We close
with a conclusion in Sec. IV.
II. NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS
Our approach is to perform exact calculations of thermo-
dynamic quantities in finite one-dimensional half-filled-band
systems described by the Hamiltonian ~1!, with extrapolation
to the infinite chain. In the diagonalization of the Hamil-
tonian, two types of boundary conditions are imposed:
chain—a system with free ends or ring—a system with cy-
clic boundary conditions. The total number of eigenvalues
we need is 4N. The size of the eigenvalue matrix to be di-
agonalized can be reduced to a large extent by using the
symmetry of the system: ~i! there is the particle-hole sym-
metry in rings with even number of sites and in chains; ~ii!
the total number of each kind of fermion is conserved; ~iii!
the geometry of the system further simplifies the problem.
Actually we have calculated all eigenvalues and eigen-
functions for chains with 2 to 10 atoms and rings with 6 and
8 atoms. Thermodynamic properties have been evaluated by
employing statistical mechanics of the grand canonical en-
semble, considering that in the half-filled band with particle-
hole symmetry the chemical potential m is equal to U/2
independently of the temperature.6
The extrapolation procedure to the infinite chain is made
from a careful analysis of each value of each thermodynamic
quantity at each temperature for increasing values of N. Also,
we tested the consistence of the calculations using the spe-
FIG. 1. Specific heat C/NkB of chains with 7 to 9 atoms and
rings with 6 and 8 atoms vs temperature for U/t54. The full line is
an extrapolation to the infinite chain.18444cific heat and internal energy for U/t50 obtained by direct
integration using state density. As an example of the extrapo-
lation technique employed, we show in Fig. 1 the case of the
temperature dependence of the specific heat with U/t54.
III. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
In order to present some general features of the Falicov-
Kimball model at finite temperatures we consider several
values of U for all the studied thermodynamic properties. We
determine with considerable accuracy the temperature depen-
dence of the specific heat, internal energy, entropy, mean
square fluctuation of the difference between the ion and elec-
tron numbers, and correlation functions of the infinite half-
filled-band chain.
A. Specific heat
The temperature dependence of the specific heat of the
infinite chain is shown in Fig. 2 for four typical values of
U/t . For U/t50 it has a peak at kBT/t;0.63. For U/t.0
the peak splits in two, which reflects a rearrangement of the
fermionic structure in the system. The low-temperature peak
arises due to low-lying collective excitations, while the high-
temperature broad peak comes from single-particle excita-
tions ~or charge-transfer excitations!. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the behavior of the correlation functions. The
characteristic temperature T2 ~defined for ]2Ld /]T2uT5T2
50, d.0) of the decrease of the correlation between the
differences of the number of ions to the number of electrons
at different sites correspond approximately to the tempera-
ture of low-temperature peak. While in the temperature of
the high-temperature peak the correlation functions (Ld , d
.0) are negligible, and the characteristic temperature T1
FIG. 2. Specific heat C/NkB of the infinite chain vs. temperature
for four typical values of U/t (0, 0.5, 4, and 8). The insert shows
details of the specific heat curve for U/t54 in low temperatures.1-2
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relation between the differences of the number of ions to the
number of electrons at each site correspond approximately to
the temperature of the high-temperature peak. The specific
heat ~C! of the chain is proportional to kBT at very low
temperatures and the coefficient becomes large with U/t .
The picture presented is analogous to that of the one-
dimensional half-filled-band Hubbard model,31 but the criti-
cal value of U/t that causes the splitting of the peaks is
drastically different: U/t;4 for the Hubbard model and
FIG. 3. Internal energy E/Nt of the infinite chain vs temperature
for U/t50, 4, and 8.
FIG. 4. Entropy S/NkB of the infinite chain vs temperature for
U/t50, 4, and 8.18444U/t50 for the Falicov-Kimball model. This result expresses
the importance of the ionic immobility in the case of the
Falicov-Kimball model, which makes easy the rearrange-
ment of the fermionic structure in the system as U/t in-
creases. In the one-dimensional Hubbard model the width of
band of both spins is 4t , thus for U,4t it is possible to
happen double particle occupation in a site having the system
a lower energy than the state in single occupation on the top
of the band. In the one-dimensional Falicov-Kimball model
the width of the band of electrons is 4t , while the width of
the band of ions is null. Thus, for any value of U.0, the
double occupation of fermions leads to an energy of the sys-
tem larger than that one that would occur in the case of
simple occupation in the maximum level of energy of a ion
because in the half-filled-band case, the maximum level of
energy is zero. Also, crossing points clearly do not occur in
the specific heat of the Falicov-Kimball model, differently
from what happens with the Hubbard model,34 meaning that
the ionic immobility impedes the occurrence of the condition
]C/]U50 at some definite temperature.
The inset in Fig. 2 shows details of the specific heat curve
that we calculate for U/t54 in low temperatures. It indicates
that there is a great similarity with the form of the specific
heat curve, i.e., a large broad maximum at low temperature,
of the samarium hexaborite (SmB6) determined by
Lawrence et al.,35 and strengthens the evidences that the fer-
mionic dynamics represented by the Falicov-Kimball model
express an important part of the thermodynamic properties of
mixed-valence materials.
B. Internal energy
Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the inter-
nal energy ~E! for the infinite chain. The sharp increase of
FIG. 5. Mean square fluctuation of the difference between the
ion and electron numbers xt/NmB
2 of the infinite chain vs tempera-
ture for U/t50, 0.5, 4, and 8.1-3
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is related to the low-temperature peak in the specific heat,
and it arises from electron-ion short-range ordering, while
the sharp increase which starts from kBT/t*1, is related to
the high-temperature peak, and arises from single-particle
excitations which form holes and double-occupied states
~electron-ion!. With the growth of U, the effects of electron-
ion short-range ordering and single-particle excitations are
intensified, generating an increasing nonmonotonic behavior
of the energy, a phenomenon that is consistent with the rela-
tive rise of the peaks and the decrease of the valley between
the peaks of low and high temperature of the specific heat.
C. Entropy
Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the en-
tropy for the same values of U/t as before. Clearly, in the18444infinite chain, the entropy increases linearly at low tempera-
ture, and decreases with U/t . For U/t.0 two stages of ex-
citations become distinct. The first stage up to S/NkB
;0.69 (ln 2) is connected to the low-lying collective excita-
tions and the second one from S/NkB;0.69 to S/NkB
;1.39 arises from charge transfer excitations, which create
holes and doubly occupied states. The growth of U provokes
a nonmonotonic behavior of the entropy, in direct coherence
with corresponding behavior of the internal energy and of the
specific heat.
D. Mean square fluctuation of the difference between the ion
and electron numbers
Denoting the difference between the ion and electron
numbers operator by1-4
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i
~n f i2ndi!, ~2!
we calculate the mean square fluctuation of the difference






where the symbol ^ & denotes the average over the grand
canonical ensemble.
Our calculations for x are given in Fig. 5. The mean
square fluctuation of the difference between the ion and elec-
tron numbers for the infinite chain diverges at T50 for
U/t50, because a divergence exists in the band of the sys-
tem for the half-filled-band case. But, under the effect of
fermionic correlation it becomes finite at T50 for U/t.0.
Thus, the introduction of positive values of U/t changes dra-
matically the fermionic structure, expressing the effect of the
ionic immobility. In this case the difference with the results
of the magnetic susceptibility for the infinite chain of the
Hubbard model is significant.31 In the case of the Hubbard
model the susceptibility always begins with a finite value at
T50.
The peak of x , and its nonmonotonic behavior with the
growth of U, in the case of the Falicov-Kimball model for
U/t.0, is consistent with the sharp increase of the internal
energy at low temperature, and is a consequence of the col-
lective excitations that lead to the disorganization of the al-
ternate electron-ion short-range order. The magnetic suscep-
tibility of mixed-valent SmB6 presents a broad maximum at
low temperature35 that is quite similar to the peak presented
for the curve U/t54 of Fig. 5, and coherent with our
previous comment for the case of the specific heat.
E. Correlation functions
Considering that the operator for the difference between
the ion and electron numbers in the site i is s i5n f i2ndi , we
define the correlation function
Ld~T !5
3
4N (i ^s is i1d& . ~4!
The meaning of the quantity Ld(T) is clear. First of all,
L0(T) shows the magnitude of the difference between the
ion and electron numbers at each site ~or the degree of local-
ization of fermions!. For a completely localized fermion sys-
tem in which each site is occupied by a single fermion, L0 is18444equal to 3/4, while for a non-interacting fermion system we
have L053/8. Therefore, the temperature dependence of L0
gives information on the degree of localization of fermions.
On the other hand, Ld(T) (dÞ0) is the correlation between
the differences of the number of ions to the number of
electrons at different sites as a function of temperature.
The temperature dependence of L0 , L1 , L2, and L3 for
some typical values of U/t is shown in Figs. 6~a!–6~d!.
From these figures we are able to draw the following
conclusions.
~i! As the temperature is increased, L0 for U/t.0 gradu-
ally decreases at high temperature, i.e., electrons gradually
delocalize. Thus, we conclude that the high-temperature peak
in the specific heat is associated with the gradual localization
of electrons ~or the gradual metal-insulator transition!.
~ii! The temperature dependence with negative signs of L1
and L3, and positive sign of L2, for U/t.0, all three with a
significant magnitude in the region where the specific heat
has the first peak, makes possible to construct a physical
picture as follows: as the temperature goes down, each site is
occupied by just one fermion, and at very low temperatures
the alternate ion-electron short-range ordering becomes
evident.
IV. CONCLUSION
The thermodynamic properties of the one-dimensional
half-filled-band Falicov-Kimball model has been studied us-
ing small-cluster exact-diagonalization calculations and the
extrapolation to the infinite chain. The thermal properties of
the specific heat, internal energy, entropy, mean square fluc-
tuation of the difference between the ion and electron num-
bers, and correlation functions support a physical picture of a
system that exhibits characteristic behavior of alternate
electron-ion short-range ordering at low temperature, and
gradual metal-isolator transition at high temperature. But, the
model does not exhibit the crossing point of the specific heat
curves, characteristic of the Hubbard model.
The results can be used to interpret much of the experi-
mental data of compounds recently considered with the
Falicov-Kimball model. For example, the specific-heat curve
for samarium hexaborite (SmB6) presents a large broad
maximum at low temperature similar to the curve shown in
the inset of Fig. 2.35
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